Monitor | V6 series

Comfortable viewing
Acer V6 monitors deliver vibrant visuals and comfortable viewing. They
are a great choice for corporate and professional users in search of reliable
displays offering excellent performance and visual experience. The latest LED
technology, high quality IPS and VA Wide Viewing Angle panels, and plenty
of ports merge in Acer V6 monitors, to boost productivity in the office or at
home delivering a superb user experience.
These models come in 8 form factors: 17”, 18.5”,
19”, 19.5”, 21.5”, 22”, 24”, and 27”.
• Non-glare IPS and VA Wide Viewing
angle panels
• Effortless tilt adjustment for more
comfortable use
• Acer ComfyView display
with Acer eColor technology
• Extensive connectivity
• Earth-friendly: recycled plastic,
LED backlight, Acer EcoDisplay

acer.com

Modern style

Digital connectivity

With a contemporary look and thin body, V6 displays can blend
in any environment. The convenient tilt design lets users set the
best viewing angle between -5° and 25°to suit any need and work
comfortably all day long. IPS and VA Wide Viewing Angle panels
preserve image quality and colour accuracy from every angle up to
178°, improving collaboration and content sharing.

V6 series displays provide an assortment of ports, including
traditional DVI/VGA, DisplayPort and MHL*, so that users can
connect many types of devices and be more productive and
efficient.

V6 series displays are also wall-mountable. The monitor can be
easily discharged from the stand by pressing the Quick Release
button on the back of the screen. Furthermore, a magnetic area on
the base can hold paper clips and other stationery, perfect to keep
your desk tidy.

Acer monitors are mercury-free and use PCR (post-consumer
recycled) ABS plastic, plus reusable packaging materials. The
adoption of white LED backlight technology provides excellent
performance and power savings.

Sharp visuals
On the V6 displays users can enjoy sharp visuals with well-defined
detail. They feature Acer eColor Management technology that
optimises image performance in common usage scenarios, and
Acer ComfyView that reduces the reflection of ambient light to
deliver vivid colours and less glare for the best viewing experience.
They also come with a very high contrast ratio, improving gradation
and detail for extremely clear images. The fast 5ms response time
seamlessly delivers even the quickest moving scenes.

*Available on V276HL model.

Eco-conscious design

Acer monitors meet ENERGY STAR® specifications, are RoHS and
TCO Certified, and have earned the respected EPEAT® Gold ranking,
demonstrating our care for the planet.

